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Mercury
Mercury will
be visible
about an
hour before the sunrise
this month . The planet
will be be rising closer
with the Sun and hence
time for observation will
be reduced. The planet
is not advised to be
seen with telescopes.

Venus

Highest resolution image of our Sun
Bubbling convection cells, each about the size of Maharashtra,
rise and fall across the Sun’s surface
A new solar telescope in Hawaii has taken its first phone of the Sun. The shots are
the highest resolution views of the star yet, showing mark of plasma cells on the
Sun's surface as small as about 28 KM in size. Hot plasma from within the Sun rises
to the surface, cools and sinks back down in a process called convection.
The Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope is located on the Haleakala Volcano on the
island of Maui. A primary mirror that is 4m wide makes this the behest solar
telescope on Earth, and it will be able to resolve the smaller details on the Sun than
ever before. With the telescope’s sophisticated instruments and high resolution,
scientists hope to better understand remaining mysteries about out nearest star.

Moon phases and dates
Important phases and dates for Moon to plan your observation
02/02/20

First Quarter

07:11

09/02/20

Full Moon

13:03

16/02/20

Third Quarter

03:47

23/02/20

New Moon

21:02
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Venus is
s h i n i n g
bright in the
evening
skies this month and will
be setting late as the
month progresses.
Venus will be resolved in
a small telescope and
the phases can be seen
just like the Moon..

Jupiter
Jupiter will
be visible in
the early
morning
hours. About an hour or
two before the dawn it
will be shining bright in
the morning skies just
before the Sunrise.

Saturn
Saturn will
be visible in
the early
morning hours. About
an hour or two before
the dawn it will be
shining bright in the
morning skies just
before sunrise and also
adjacent to Jupiter.
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Voyager 2 recovers from
minor glitched

Vigyan Samagam - a
prized science exhibition

Vigyan Samagam is a science exhibition which is currently
going on in the National Science Centre in Delhi. The
exhibition started on Jan 21st and will continue till about
end of March. The exhibition has many themes on
astronomy ranging from the study of Neutrinos to LIGO
observatory detecting gravitational waves.
The exhibition is open to one and all and one can visit the
exhibition by paying the usual entry fee. There are series
of lectures taking place on a daily basis and this makes the
program interesting as the speakers are generally the
researches on the title or subject and has been part of
global teams doing revolutionising discoveries and
research in this regard.

An operational hiccup caused the 40 year old Voyager 2
probe experienced slight malfunction las week. The
problem started when the prove failed to complete a
routine operation to calibrate its magnetic field
instrument. This caused a cascade of events where some
systems were left active mistakenly and this led to
initiation of an automatic fail safe system shutting down
most of the instruments onboard. Fortunately NASA
engineers have brought it back to life and the system is a
go for now.
Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 spacecrafts were launched in the
late 70’s and currently at the edge of our solar system and
entering the interstellar region. They are the farthest and
fastest man made objects in the universe so far.

ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE 2020
We hope your memories of the Annular Solar Eclipse of December 2019 is still fresh and you remember what beauty
of the nature you saw (or missed) that day. Here is another chance for you to be part of history. The next and
probably the last annular solar eclipse as seen from India in many many
years to come will be visible on June 21st, 2020. Unlike last year’s
eclipse, this year’s eclipse will be visible from North India. The exact
path of the eclipse (in India) will start from North Rajasthan passing
through central Haryana and entering Uttarakhand at Dehradun and
going all the way into Nanda Devi Bio Reserve before the shadow
moves over to Tibet.
Interestingly the shadow will pass through the famous Hindu shrine
Mansarovar Lake (known as Mapam Yumtso in local language). The
eclipse will miss Delhi by about 100 KM and some parts of Dehradun
will witness annular while other parts will witness partial eclipse. Other
prominent cities or towns in the path will be Ganga Nagar and
Hanuman Garh in Rajasthan, Kaithal, Kurukshetra in Haryana while
Dehradun, Srinagar, Joshimath in Uttarakhand.
Astrophile Education Services will organise a student scientific expedition to Suratgarh for conducting several
experiments during the eclipse. If your institution is interested in expedition or if you wish to organise an eclipse
watch or workshop, please do write to us for more details.
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